Parts I have used for the **Surface Water pumps**

**SeaFlo High Pressure Marine Water Pump 12 V DC 60 PSI 5.5 GPM**
-$117.99$  about one week shipping time.

**SeaFlo Accumulator tank** Internal Bladder 125 psi 23.5 oz
-$29.99$  Seaflo Accumulator Tank  about a week shipping time

**100 Watt Mono Solar Panel Kit with Charge Controller 100W 12V RV Off Grid German**
-$124.37$ to $211.65$  Price has been bouncing around.  about one week shipping
If prices increase, check for similar panels and charge controllers

**Eastman 60022 60022/DET-5 2 Gallon Expansion Tank, White**
-$36.77$  about 1 week shipping time

**Hudson 1" Valve**
-$29.99$
12V Farm & Ranch Solar 16.5GPM Submersible DC Water Well Pump power
$45.00  about one week shipping

CONTINUOUS DUTY 12V 150A GOLF CART SOLENOID RELAY 1114208 / 1114218
$12.35  about one week shipping

Water level controller
$4.50  China  15 days

Water Level Sensor Controller > ALC 1275
$125.00

10/20/30A Dual USB Solar Panel Battery Regulator Charge Controller 12V 24V
$10.99  About one week of shipment

100 Watt 100W Solar Panel Kit (poly) with Solar Charge Controller 12V RV Boat Off Grid
$115.63  about one week shipping

MDI Control Duty Mercury Float Switch – Normally Closed – 30 Foot - (MDI CB1CY3000 TC-2 B)
$35.60
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